MD’s Message on the occasion of 10th Foundation Day – 13th October 2019

Today, as we step into our 10th year of Foundation day, I feel proud and honoured to be leading
BNPM INDIA, that has successfully steered through the testing times of business and has sustainably
created value for all its stakeholders, particularly Government of India and Reserve Bank of India.
We are extremely fortunate that we will together witness great moment of pride in the history of
Nation, as the BNPM attains its unique milestones that would be etched in golden letters. Our
journey has been incredible and is a testimony of the vision, spirit and commitment of our Great
Leaders. Let’s take this moment to express our gratitude to the Founders of this Company and
ponder those noteworthy accomplishments that created this institution.
This business unit was shaped by the opportunity offered by Government of India and Reserve Bank
of India. The last three years have been pretty significant in terms of evolution of the present-day
businesses. We need to stay focused and prevent negative minds influencing our young staff. Keep
faith on proven fully supported & motivated Leaders who have demonstrated various HR initiatives
in the Company beyond the expectations within very short span of time. Let us join hands and
leverage our ability to deliver on the Country’s promise of ‘Make in India’ and contribute
significantly to crank up the growth Engine.
I feel very happy that BNPM has been privileged to be a part of the Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi’s vision to realize Gandhiji’s dream of a ‘Clean India’. We implemented the “Swachh
BNPM” in our premises and extended our support to “Swachh Bharat Mission” through various CSR
programs outside. The responsibility lies on all of us to keep our surroundings clean. So, I would call
upon all my dear colleagues to please dedicate at least two hours a week for the neighbouring areas
of your residences to accomplish this wonderful mission across the Country.
Today marks a momentous day for BNPM. It is just a milestone along a longer journey. Even with
the envisaged changes in our product, we must steadfastly continue pushing ahead to realize our
Vision for the BNPM. It is imperative for us to pursue stress-free services and firmly recognize and
leverage BNPM’s strengths to enhance our competitiveness. Safe operation and compliance with
laws and regulations are the foundations of BNPM services. With this in mind, I'd like you to
constantly enjoy the process of change by keeping a higher perspective. Let's move forward
together to make the BNPM INDIA an outstanding organization.
I am optimistic about our future and as our circumstances are changing, we must stay prepared to
proactively seize the opportunities. Let’s move ahead and pledge our commitment to our
Customers & all Stakeholders who would be a part of our journey in the future years.
On this 10th Foundation Day, My best wishes to You and Your family on this momentous occasion!
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